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The 9 questions you need
to ask to take your board
from good to great
Boards can adopt a wide variety of practices in fulfilling
their oversight responsibilities.

Directors face high expectations from
shareholders and others regarding their
performance. But boards only meet a limited
number of times each year, and their agendas
are increasingly crowded. Efficiency is critical
for a well-functioning board. Here, we offer
insights into leading practices that can
maximize board effectiveness.
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AI is wide-ranging

Introduction
Creating a truly effective board doesn’t happen by accident.
From selecting the right people, to running crisp meetings, to
fostering good working relationships with management and one
another—boards are tasked with many decisions that impact
how well they function. Over time, boards fall into routines
for how they operate. But how many regularly look at their
governance practices to see if they are as good as they could
be? If your board is ready to make some improvements, start by
asking the following nine questions.
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What skills or attributes are we missing?
How well are our committees functioning?
Do we have strong board and committee leadership?
Are we getting our agenda right?
How could our pre-meeting materials be improved?
How effectively are we engaging with management?
Are we making good use of executive sessions?
Are we staying current?
How do we get more value from our performance assessments?
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1.

What skills or attributes are we missing?

Before getting to the difficult work of board oversight, you need to be comfortable that the
right people are in the room. That means directors with the skills, experience and diversity of
perspective needed to oversee your company.
Leading boards evaluate the skills and attributes of each director to get a holistic view of any
gaps in board composition. If there are gaps, the board can add additional expertise or call in
outside experts. Boards should also be looking at other important factors, including director
tenure, age and board size, and intangibles like director personalities—all of which are critical to
board composition.

Despite increased discussion around cybersecurity and technology expertise, directors still
say that financial, operational and industry expertise are the most important attributes to
1. How
would
you describe
importance
of having
the
have
on their
boards.
Genderthe
diversity
was also
rated highly.
following skills, competencies or attributes on your board?
Financial expertise
92%
Operational expertise
59%
Industry expertise
49%
Risk management expertise
48%
Gender diversity
46%

84%
of directors agree that
board diversity enhances
board performance.
Source: PwC, 2018 Annual Corporate
Directors Survey, October 2018.

Q: How would you describe the importance of having the following skills, competencies or attributes on your board? Response: Very important
Base: 706-714
Source: PwC, 2018 Annual Corporate Directors Survey, October 2018.
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Keys to effectiveness: Board composition
Don’t settle for deep, narrow expertise. It’s generally not a good idea to add a director with
the sole purpose of acquiring a singular skill set (e.g., cyber). Directors need to be able to
contribute in all areas of board oversight. In addition to specific individual strengths, make sure
director nominees have broad business experience and the ability to ask the right questions
of management. The board can always engage outside advisors for deeper insights into more
specialized areas.
Use a multi-year skills matrix to plan for board succession. Many boards use composition
matrices to help them evaluate their skills and attributes as part of their board succession plan.
Forward-looking boards take a longer-term view—focusing three to five years out—to address
long-term needs. They use multi-year skills matrices to look at all directors—their skill sets and
expertise, and the year they would likely be leaving the board based on retirement, tenure and
other factors. This broader view gives the nominating and governance committee ample time to
effectively plan and recruit the right candidates and have a smooth transition. It’s important that
the nominating and governance committee approach board succession planning in a transparent
way. This includes bringing the full board up to speed about their deliberations.
Stop using an ad hoc approach to board succession. Anticipating and proactively addressing
planned and unplanned vacancies in the boardroom are key parts of strategic succession
planning. Without a multi-year plan, the board may feel pressure to waive or change board
policies—including mandatory retirement ages—or simply recruit a director with the same
profile as the one departing.
Temporarily upsize to get the diversity the board needs. Increasing board diversity doesn’t
necessarily mean replacing high-performing directors. Consider temporarily increasing your
board size to add diverse perspectives sooner rather than later. You can always downsize the
board as other directors depart.
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2.

How well are our committees functioning?

On average, S&P 500 boards have about four standing committees.1 Most public companies have
audit, compensation, and nominating and governance committees. Some companies also choose to
form additional standing committees, such as risk, technology or finance. There is no one-size-fits-all
approach for structuring board committees. Determining which committees make sense will depend
on stock exchange and regulatory requirements, the sector in which the company operates and the
specific business issues facing the company.
But once you’ve decided on which committees are appropriate, remember to update your committee
charters. Charters are public documents that define the roles and responsibilities of the committee. To
ensure your committee meetings cover everything stated in the charter, make sure each of the charter
responsibilities are mapped to your meeting agendas—so that nothing slips through the cracks.
Board
committees
at S&P 500
(other than audit, compensation and nominating/
Call-out:
Prevalence
of companies
board committees:
governance.)

Science & technology100%

Finance
31%

9%
Environment, health &99.8%
safety

Executive
30%

9%
Public policy/social &99.4%
corporate responsibility
99.8%

Risk
12%

9%
31%

99.4%

Note: 100%, 99.8% and 99.4% of S&P 500 companies had audit, compensation and nominating and governance committees, respectively.
Source: Spencer Stuart, 2018 United States Spencer Stuart Board Index, November 2018.

30%

12%

9%
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Keys to effectiveness: Board committees
Periodically reassess risk oversight allocation. Ensure all key risks identified in the company’s
risk assessment process and public disclosures are allocated to either a specific committee or the
full board. But be sure to revisit those assignments periodically, and don’t be afraid to shift the
allocation if it makes sense.
Be smart about cross-committee service and committee member rotation. Having at least
one director who sits on related committees (such as audit and compensation) is a leading
practice. But that requires committee meetings to be scheduled in a way that allows directors to
attend both. And don’t forget to keep an eye on directors’ workloads when making committee
assignments to ensure they have capacity. In terms of rotating committee membership, boards
take both formal and informal approaches. It’s typically good practice to begin considering
rotation after about five years of committee service.
Prioritize crisp committee readouts. Effective committee chair reporting is critical to keeping
the full board informed. Use committee readouts to highlight any areas of disagreement among
committee members and/or management. Effective readouts focus on areas the committee
is dealing with for the first time, the status of major projects, and any areas that required
significant debate or judgment. Periodically, look for feedback on how effective committee
readouts are. Are they focused? Are key messages getting across? Also, think about where
committee readouts fall on the agenda. If they are always toward the end, they may not be
getting the attention they deserve. Some boards intentionally schedule them closer to the
beginning of meetings.
Create new committees very selectively. A committee is not necessary in every area of board
oversight. Boards should weigh the time required to staff the committee, have meetings and
present committee reports. Some areas may be more efficiently dealt with by a smaller group,
others may really need the full board’s attention. For example, many boards debate whether
they should form a stand-alone risk committee.2 Directors first have to think through how they
currently oversee risk—and whether a separate committee would make that process more
effective. Are there better ways to address the challenges of risk oversight without creating a
separate committee? This same thought process applies to the creation of other new committees
as well.
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3.

Do we have strong board and committee leadership?

Effective board leaders drive the board’s relationship with management, conduct efficient meetings,
solicit dissenting views and build consensus. While many S&P 500 CEOs also serve as board chair,
it is a less prevalent practice today (50%) than a decade ago (61%).3 When the role isn’t split, a lead
independent director generally takes on many of the independent chair’s typical responsibilities.
No matter who leads the board or committee, that person needs integrity and a clear vision for the
board’s role. He or she must be able to facilitate important discussions among board members, ensure
all voices are heard and deliver difficult messages. And he or she must be open to feedback and
commentary on their leadership approach from other committee members.
Board leaders also have to cultivate effective working relationships with management and
third parties, like external auditors. And during times of crisis (e.g., unexpected changes in key
management roles, internal investigation) board leaders may be called to take on additional
responsibilities. So flexibility and strong relationship skills are critical.

Directors think board leadership has room for improvement when it comes to
communicating with shareholders and dealing with underperforming directors.

Conducting
meetings effectively
and efficiently

72%
24%

36%
Communicating
with shareholders
20%

4%

71%

Obtaining board
consesus

44%

Dealing with
underperforming
directors

27%
3%

Very effective

Somewhat effective

30%
46%
24%
Not very/not at all effective

Q: How effective is your board leadership (chair/lead director) at the following?
Note: Due to rounding, some charts may not add to 100%
Base: 666-708
Source: PwC, 2018 Annual Corporate Directors Survey, October 2018.
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Keys to effectiveness: Board leadership
Be ready and willing to deliver tough messages. Being able to deliver unpopular or
difficult messages is critical to effective board leadership. These messages might be to the
CEO, management team or fellow board members. A strong leader focuses on building
strong relationships with the management team and others. That way, when it comes time
to deliver difficult or unpopular messages, the groundwork is already in place to make it a
constructive dialogue.
Have “camera-ready” board leadership for shareholder engagement. Board leadership
is increasingly being asked to engage directly with institutional investors. And our research
finds this is an area in which some board leaders could improve their performance. This type
of engagement requires specific skills that not every director possesses. It’s critical that boards
identify which directors are well-positioned to participate in shareholder engagement—and
then adopt formal protocols and training around the process.
Have your next board and committee chairs in waiting. Boards need to take a proactive
approach to planning for board leadership succession. They also need to take into account
regulatory requirements—such as independence and financial expertise on audit committees—
that need to be considered when addressing committee leadership succession. Many boards
identify successors at least a year in advance, and may use a shadow program to facilitate a
smooth transition.
Clearly define board leadership’s role in a crisis. From an unexpected CEO departure to a
shareholder activism campaign to a cyber breach, boards are often faced with crisis situations.
In these situations, the response of board leadership can make all the difference. Use the board’s
annual performance assessment and crisis management planning discussions to have a dialogue
about board leadership’s role in a time of crisis.

Board effectiveness
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4.

Are we getting our agenda right?

Boards need to ensure that their time is spent wisely. In 2017, directors spent an average of 245
hours related to their role, including reviewing materials, attending meetings and working with
management.4 On average, boards meet about nine times a year for approximately six hours.5 And
we’ve observed that board meetings are lasting even longer than in the past. How can boards make
sure they are making the most of those hours?
Some boards hold pre-meetings, typically via telephone. These meetings can be used to discuss key
points from the pre-read materials before the formal meeting. Pre-meetings can also give directors an
opportunity to highlight concerns or specific points of focus for discussion with management. If there
is a significant event or discussion (e.g., CEO change, significant transaction), the chair might call
each director individually to gauge everyone’s thoughts before the meeting.
The CEO and board leader should also meet in advance of the full board meeting to develop the
agenda and identify topics that could involve a challenging discussion or important decision.
Additionally, committee chairs should meet in advance with management and/or third parties (e.g.,
external auditors) to discuss important items so that the agenda time can be best utilized during the
full meeting.

Strategic planning and cybersecurity are areas where directors say their boards should
dedicate the most additional time and focus.
16%
Strategic planning

CEO succession
planning

48%
36%

Cybersecurity

13%
53%
34%

IT/digital strategy

Risk assessments
and risk management

12%

10%
33%
56%
5%
36%
58%
Much more time and focus
Some more time and focus

49%
37%

No change

Q: Should your board change the amount of time it spends on any of the following areas?
Note: Due to rounding, some charts may not add to 100%
An additional 1% responded with “Less time and focus” to “IT/digital strategy,” “CEO succession planning” and “Risk assessments and risk
management.”
Base: 850-859
Source: PwC, 2017 Annual Corporate Directors Survey, October 2017.
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Keys to effectiveness: Board agenda
and time management
Own the board agenda. Boards can fall into the trap of letting management have too much
influence on the board agenda. Effective boards take ownership and drive the agenda while still
involving management in a constructive way.
Be more deliberate with the agenda structure. Include suggested time allotments to keep the
meeting on track, and indicate what action is expected from the board.
Save time on recurring items with a “consent” agenda. Consent agendas group routine items
together for simultaneous approval by the board. These items typically don’t require significant
discussion, and the board can then be freed up to focus on the most important issues.
Allow for unstructured time. This is helpful in the event a discussion runs long or if another
important matter is raised. There may be times when a discussion extends past the allotted
time on the agenda but the board wishes to continue to resolution or at least until they reach
agreement on next steps. When this happens, having a buffer of time may help prevent other
agenda items from being hurried or deferred.
Carefully consider the order of topics to be covered. Be thoughtful about which topics are
scheduled last. Don’t save the most important items until the end of the meeting. Time is usually
compressed by then and participants are likely tired.
Take a fresh look at meeting minutes. Meeting minutes should capture the essence of the
meetings—but should not be a transcript. Make sure the minutes appropriately reflect the
board’s level of engagement. The draft minutes should be distributed as quickly after the
meeting as possible while the discussions are still fresh in everyone’s minds.

Board effectiveness
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5.

How could our pre-meeting
materials be improved?

Directors spend about 50 hours annually reviewing management
materials.6 How much of that time is spent trying to evaluate the
most important takeaways? Board materials should be tailored
so that directors can focus on the critical messages. Supplying
too much information or providing data without guidance
wastes time and can result in frustration.
Boards should request that management presentations feature
an executive summary. Depending on the situation, it may
also be useful to ask management to include critical questions
or specific areas of focus for the board to think about as they
review the materials. Using dashboards is a great way to avoid
text-heavy presentations. Ultimately, pre-read materials should
give directors the information they need to enter the boardroom
ready for discussion.

Boards want less volume in their pre-read materials and more lead time.

44%

Reduce volume/use more executive summaries
Send out materials earlier

41%

Be more strategic and forward-looking

30%

Be more willing to talk about challenges and discuss failures

29%

Provide opportunities to hear from more members of management

28%

Q: Which of the following changes would you like to see management make to their board presentations/materials? (select all that apply)
Base: 708
Source: PwC, 2018 Annual Corporate Directors Survey, October 2018.
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Keys to effectiveness: Pre-meeting materials
Ensure that board materials are customized. Providing the board with the same materials
that company management uses to discuss the topic is usually a red flag. Materials should be
customized and prepared specifically for board use. Boards will not need the same level of detail
required by the management team. And the materials will need to highlight the areas that were
the most challenging, involved significant time from management, are most likely to go wrong
and present the greatest risk.
Pre-read materials should anchor board meeting discussions, not dominate them. The
intent of pre-read materials should be to set the stage for a dialogue and facilitate board decision
making. Management should assume the board has reviewed the materials prior to the meeting.
The practice of management walking through what has already been disseminated is an
inefficient use of time. Emphasize to management that the focus during the meeting should be
on deeper questions or clarifications related to the information already provided.
Give management feedback on the quality and timeliness of their materials. To ensure the
board is receiving the right materials in the right format, periodically provide management with
the board’s view on the usefulness of their materials. Also, considering the increased volume of
materials, insist on sufficient time to review the pre-read materials—ideally one week.
Request red-lined documents to focus on changes. Disclosure information (e.g., proxy
statements, annual and quarterly filings) should be red lined so that the board can review it with
a focus on period over period changes.
Have management use a presentation template. Templates can reduce the overall volume of
materials and promote the consistency of management reporting.

Board effectiveness
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6.

How effectively are we engaging
with management?

A good rapport with management is essential. And the
foundation of that rapport is trust. This trust is a critical element
to fostering candid dialogue.
Board meetings provide a unique opportunity to engage directly
with the management team. But since these interactions are
condensed, it’s important for boards to prioritize finding ways to
strengthen these relationships, while still being able to challenge
management and pose tough questions.

Keys to effectiveness: Engaging with management
Interact with a wider group of executives. While a similar group of executives will attend most
board meetings, there is significant value in having divisional or regional leaders and functional
experts (e.g., CISO, head of the supply chain, head of human resources) attend meetings
periodically and present updates on their areas. This gives the board more visibility into the
company’s culture and also helps directors assess the quality of the company’s “bench strength.”
Change the setting to change the dynamic. Schedule at least one board meeting annually at
an operations center, or location other than the corporate headquarters. This can be another
way for the board to interact with a broader group of employees and get more first-hand insight
into company operations.
Develop relationships with management outside of the boardroom. If the board
wants senior executives (and those who report to them) to feel comfortable having candid
conversations about tough issues, it needs to develop a relationship of trust. Use pre-board
meeting social interactions (e.g., board dinners) to allow directors to build better relationships
with management outside of the formality of the boardroom.
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Executive sessions—
how often and for
how long?
5 executive sessions
per year on avearge
(+1.7 telephonic/
remote meetings)
1.2 hours on
average per session

7.

Are we making good use
of executive sessions?

Executive sessions are portions of the board meeting attended
only by nonexecutive/independent directors.7 These meetings
allow directors to freely discuss issues and concerns without
anyone from the company management team present—and
this includes the CEO. A well-executed executive session also
provides an opportunity for directors to reflect on what went
well at a meeting and where they would like to focus their
attention going forward.8

Source: National Association of Corporate
Directors, 2016-17 NACD Public Company
Governance Survey: Aggregate Survey
Results, November 2017.

Keys to effectiveness: Executive sessions
Reconsider when you schedule executive sessions. While most boards hold executive session
after the full board and committee meetings, a leading practice is to hold an executive session at
the beginning of board meetings as well. This allows directors to highlight questions or concerns
they have from the pre-read materials and prioritize areas they want to focus on when meeting
with management. Also consider holding executive sessions mid-meeting, if necessary. If there
are sensitive topics or transformational discussions (a large acquisition or divestiture or another
high-profile issue) the board might want to have an executive session to debate what they heard
and understand directors’ viewpoints.
Come with an agenda and specific questions. Consider using a short agenda to drive the
executive session. This agenda can make sure the session allows for the discussion of concerns
and prioritizes areas of focus.
Ensure key messages are communicated afterwards. It’s critical that board leadership
communicates key messages to the relevant parties after executive session. Before concluding
the executive session, a summary should be prepared of the most salient points from the
discussion. This ensures the board chair, lead independent director or committee chair can give
the CEO or other executives all of the information and feedback they need to be responsive.

Board effectiveness
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8.

Are we staying current?

Considering the pace of change, it’s critical for boards to stay
current on technological, industry and corporate governance
trends. And one of the best ways to do that is by getting
perspectives from outside the boardroom. What are analysts
saying about the company? What topics are being discussed
at industry conferences? What trends are local and national
governance organizations focused on? Effective boards regularly
hear from external parties to better understand issues relevant to
their company.
Directors devote an average of 20 hours to continuing education
annually.9 Staying current can be accomplished through peer
networking, soliciting outside views and deep-dive sessions with
management on particular topics. While some boards mandate
and provide budgets for external continuing education, others
informally encourage it. Either way, continuing education
should regularly find its way onto the agenda of board and
committee meetings.

Boards are spending time learning more about cybersecurity and the impact
of new accounting standards.
Cybersecurity
72%
Impact of new accounting standards
57%
Implications of tax reform on your company
57%

90% of directors

indicate their boards have
received some form of
continuing education in
the past year.

Shareholder activism
48%
Corporate governance concerns of major investors
42%

Q: In the last 12 months, has your board received continuing education on any of the following topics? (select all that apply)
Base: 702
Source: PwC, 2018 Annual Corporate Directors Survey, October 2018.
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Keys to effectiveness: Staying current
Make continuing education a part of every board meeting. While it might make sense to
schedule a deep-dive session on certain topics once a year, each management function should
look for ways to integrate updates related to their area into every board presentation.
Prioritize the most important education topics. Ask management to provide a list of potential
director education topics annually, and have the board prioritize them for scheduling. Consider
rotating experts from the business or third parties throughout the year to provide ongoing
education as part of a recurring agenda item.
Invite outsiders in for a broader view. Consider inviting analysts to present at a board meeting
to better understand how “the street” evaluates the company. This can be a useful perspective
in helping directors understand how investors—and particularly activist investors—view
the company.

Actions coming out of board
assessments vary
Add additional expertise
to the board
33%
Changed composition of
board committees
27%
Diversify the board
19%
Not re-nominate
a director
15%
Provide counsel to
one or more board
members
13%
Q: In response to the results of your last
board/committee assessment process, did
your board/committee decide to make any of
the following changes? (select all that apply)

9.

How do we get more value from
our performance assessments?

Directors continue to be critical of their peers. Our research
found that 45% of directors believe someone on their board
should be replaced.10 But annual turnover on boards is typically
under 8%.11 Is that because boards aren’t leveraging their
annual performance assessments to identify and deal with
underperforming directors?
Too many boards view their annual performance assessment as
a compliance exercise. But a better model turns the assessment
into ongoing feedback with the goal of continuous improvement.
This requires boards to re-envision their goals, assessment tools,
processes and board leadership’s approach to providing ongoing
feedback. Once the board puts an effective process in place,
it’s critical to ensure that issues identified in the assessment
are addressed.

Base: 703
Source: PwC, 2018 Annual Corporate
Directors Survey, October 2018.
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Keys to effectiveness: Board assessments
Don’t be afraid of individual assessments. Ninety-eight percent (98%) of S&P 500 companies
conduct an assessment of the full board. But only 38% conduct an assessment at the individual
director level.12 If your board isn’t conducting individual assessments of directors, give it serious
consideration. The process can provide feedback to an underperforming director that they can
address and improve on. But it needs to be conducted in a thoughtful way so that directors view
the feedback as constructive and don’t take it personally.
Address the elephant in the room. Boards should be able to have frank (and sometimes
difficult) discussions about what is holding back their performance. But this requires being truly
honest with your feedback. Ensure board leadership schedules time with each director to discuss
board, committee and individual director performance.
Consider giving stakeholders more insights into your process. Some boards are taking
a closer look at voluntary disclosure about their board assessments—seeking to provide
stakeholders with a greater understanding of their process. Shareholder engagement in this area
has risen, and leading boards are taking steps to be more transparent.

Conclusion:

There are many factors that can help drive effective board
performance. And there are no “one-size-fits-all” answers.
We hope you use the questions and tips outlined here as a
springboard for ongoing dialogue between your board and
management team.
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